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WHY YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE IS IMPORTANT
Changed purchasing behavior
Today, the Internet is the most important
source of information for products and services - also in the chemical industry. The
majority of people involved in B2B purchasing decisions are younger and have grown
up with digital technologies. B2B suppliers
have to make it easy for potential buyers to
ﬁnd their products online. Otherwise they
will not even be noticed in the search process and will be excluded at an early stage.

4.3 billion people use the
Internet.
84 percent of them search
online for products and services.
77 percent of them make
purchases via the Internet.

Surviving in competition
Buyers have access online to a wide range
of products and services from a variety of
chemical and plastics suppliers. Companies
have to become active online to survive in this
competition and to stand out from among the
large number of competitors.

increasing
website traﬃc

acquiring new
customers

(International) acquisition of new customers
The online presence makes it possible to open
up new international markets and to win new
customers. Digital channels generate valuable
leads with concrete interest in the B2B sector
of the chemical industry: Inquiring customers
are already within the B2B purchasing process
and are interested in specific products.

building
awareness

increasing
revenue

and many more
beneﬁts

HOW TO BE FOUND ONLINE
Nowadays, online marketing plays an
important role in corporate communication.
With the help of targeted marketing
activities, companies can cost-effectively
achieve various goals with low wastage,
good measurability and control.

Search engines are particularly important
when being found online. On the following
pages you will learn how you can increase
your online presence with chembid, the
search engine for chemicals and plastics.

Become visible online now with chembid ›
chembid GmbH
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HOW TO USE CHEMBID FOR YOUR ONLINE MARKETING
With currently over four million offers from
more than 145,000 suppliers, chembid is
an innovative interface for the commercial
chemicals and plastics business. On
chembid, the offers for chemicals and

plastics from global marketplaces and online
shops are bundled. Processed uniformly,
they are quickly and easily accessible for
platform users.

Buyer

Supplier

find and compare
chemicals, plastics and
suppliers

make their products visible
in the search engine

Marketplaces

individual MARKETPLACE A
supplier

Supplier Shops
GLOBAL METASEARCH ENGINE

MARKETPLACE B

MARKETPLACE C

... and
many more

Online Shops

Via chembid your products will be visible
to thousands of users worldwide. You can
directly reach B2B buyers for chemicals
and plastics. Moreover, you benefit from
low wastage and address companies in
all industries with a need for chemicals or
plastics.

chembid GmbH

Learn more about advertising
opportunities on chembid on
the following pages.
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ADVERTISING ON CHEMBID
 have online presence  increase reach  highlight offers
 advertise without scattering loss  target buyers of chemicals and plastics

PRODUCT ADS
Increase the Visibility of Your
Products on chembid.com
With our Product Ads, you place your
product in a particularly eye-catching
position among the ﬁrst ﬁve search results.
If a user searches for the advertised product
on chembid.com, your oﬀer will appear
ahead the organic results of the competitors.

AD

The Ad Manager allows you to place ads for
products from all marketplaces and online
shops that can be found via chembid search
engine. You can maximize the visibility of
your oﬀers among numerous others.
The use of the Ad Manager is simple and
possible without prior knowledge.

chembid GmbH
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Advantages

Simple Performance
Measurement

The chembid Ad Manager is intended for
suppliers, online shops and marketplaces
with products on chembid search engine.
Use our Product Ads and beneﬁt from the
following advantages:

In the Ad Manager, you can create Product
Ads and get an overview of the ads you have
placed in the chembid search engine. You
can evaluate and improve these ads using
key ﬁgures to measure performance.

 maximized visibility of your product
oﬀerings or those of your customers

Therefore, we provide the number of
impressions, the number of clicks and the
click rate (ratio of clicks to impressions) for
each ad. It is also possible to evaluate the
key ﬁgures of each country.

 product is displayed above those of the
competitors
 precise control through selection of
target areas (targeting)
 easy creating, editing and pausing of
product ads
 continuous performance review by using
key ﬁgures (e. g. impressions, clicks)

Prices
Pricing of Product Ads is based on
impressions (the number of Product
Ad displayed). You can purchase the
impressions at a favorable price.
You can purchase the impressions at
a favorable price on the Ad Manager
dashboard, and we will send the invoice to
your registered email address.

chembid GmbH

Packages

Pricing

200 impressions

€29,00

500 impressions

€59,00

1,000 impressions

€89,00

Prices excl. VAT (taxes depending on company headquarter
of the recipient)
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BANNER
Advertise with Banners on chembid

Advantages

Another advertising opportunity on
chembid is our attention-grabbing placed
banners. They are displayed on all searches
result pages and are seen by tens of
thousands of users every month who search
on chembid.com for chemicals or plastics.
Our banners enable you to directly reach
the target group interested in buying.
Our banner spaces are particularly interesting
for branding and image building purposes
of your company.

Book banners on chembid and beneﬁt from
the following advantages:
 placed in an attention-grabbing position
on the search result pages
 address directly the target group
interested in purchasing
 reach tens of thousands of users every
month
 save resources due to targeted approach
of buyers in the search/purchasing
process

In addition, our banners oﬀer a suitable
advertising environment for advertising
services relating to the chemicals and plastics
market, such as packaging, warehousing,
logistics, ﬁnancing or trade fairs.

 particularly suitable for services relating
to the chemicals and plastics market

Prices
From 2020 onwards, it will be possible
for banners to target speciﬁc countries.
The price of the banners depends on
the number of desired locations and the
campaign period.
Please contact us and we will prepare an
individual oﬀer for you.

Coming soon: In 2020, geotargeting for Banner Ads on chembid will be available.
This will allow your Banner Ads to appear in the geographic locations of your
choosing.

chembid GmbH
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Banner Design
After ordering the banner the following
elements are required:

Desktop (> 1,600 px):

 Image incl. logo (see examples, please
place your logo in the picture)
› Desktop: 600 x 350 px
› Tablet: 500 x 380 px
› Mobile: 400 x 400 px
 Text (German and/or English)
› Headline: max. 40 characters (incl.
spaces)
› Text: max. 200 characters (incl. spaces)

chembid Price Trend
Neu und kostenfrei erhältlich: Unser
Price Trend liefert exklusive Preisinformationen für viele Chemikalien des
europäischen und chinesischen Markts.
Jetzt kostenfrei registrieren und monatliche Preisupdates erhalten!
Mehr erfahren ›

 Link
› Link text (for example „learn more“)
› Target URL

Tablet (< 1,600 px):
chembid Price Trend
Neu und kostenfrei erhältlich: Unser Price Trend liefert
exklusive Preisinformationen für viele Chemikalien
des europäischen und chinesischen Markts. Jetzt
kostenfrei registrieren und monatliche Preisupdates
erhalten!
Mehr erfahren ›

Mobile:
chembid Price Trend
Neu und kostenfrei erhältlich:
Unser Price Trend liefert
exklusive Preisinformationen
für viele Chemikalien des
europäischen und chinesischen
Markts.
Jetzt
kostenfrei
registrieren und monatliche
Preisupdates erhalten!
Mehr erfahren ›

chembid GmbH
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MEDIA DATA
Users (November 2019)

Page Views (November 2019)

>45,000 >112,000
Geographical Distribution of Users*

Intensity of Use
low

high

* Average values based on data from the last six months
chembid GmbH
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Top 10 Product Searches by Continent*

1

hydrochloric acid

1

hydrocloric acid

1

sodium hydroxide

2

phosphoric acid

2

sodium hydroxide

2

hydrochloric acid

3

hydrogen peroxide

3

methanol

3

potassium hydroxide

4

methanol

4

sodium hypochlorite

4

phosphoric acid

5

sodium hydroxide

5

phosphoric acid

5

ethanol

6

formic acid

6

potassium hydroxide

6

methanol

7

ethylene glycol

7

hydrogen peroxide

7

sulfuric acid

8

sodium hypochlorite

8

ethanol

8

glycerol

9

formaldehyde

9

formaldehyde

9

chromium

10

caustic soda lye

1

hydrogen peroxide

1

hydrochloric acid

2

methanol

2

hydrogen peroxide

3

citric acid

3

ethanol

4

hydrochloric acid

4

sodium hydroxide

5

natriumhydroxide

5

methanol

6

acetone

6

phosphoric acid

7

potassium hydroxide

7

formaldehyde

8

glycerol

8

sulfuric acid

9

salicylic acid

9

citric acid

10

acetic acid

10

10

ethylene glycol

10

ethylene glycol

Do you need additional
data?
Data, e.g. for individual
countries or products,
are available on request:
premium@chembid.com

dimethyl sulfoxide

* Values based on data from the last six months
chembid GmbH
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CONTACT US
chembid Sales Team
Email: premium@chembid.com
Phone: +49 (0) 441 36116-325

www.chembid.com is a service oﬀered by
chembid GmbH.
chembid GmbH
Marie-Curie-Straße 1
26129 Oldenburg
Germany

chembid GmbH
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